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She believes in over consumption. She believes in vanity.
She spreads it to the populace and is supported in doing so.
Over consumption is based on taking
from others, who are left without enough.
This is enforced by the military. Vanity leads to violence.
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Beneath this flame
the melting candle inside me
Before me,
your pearl eyes
Your elegant skin
caressing
the light of my mind

– Ray Songtree 1976

Thank you Mom, Ontshauwan, Penny, Diana, and Riza

Rock star Madonna makes a million dollars every 3 days. When we decry violence
against women, why do we ignore puppets like Madonna? Is not violence against women
the same as violence against everything? Can we stop supporting puppets, by not being
puppets ourselves, and start to defend innocence?
Violence or innocence?
Lipstick and war crimes … or health?
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Preface
The subject matter is so vast and comprehensive, and so close to home, that one wonders
if this is a mystery thriller using the real world and our personal lives as subject matter, or
a real investigation. This seems to be precisely what the author wants us to wonder, which
makes the book more than entertainment and more than a documentary. It is truly a
thriller, but fiction or not, the reader is left looking in the mirror to decide.
– Don Sullivan

T

his book represents two years of solid research and writing (and 7 years before that). This is
Vol. 2 of the Lipstick and War Crimes Series. During these two years I hired Spanish translators so that the Spanish version Lápiz Labial & Crímenes de Guerra, could come out at almost
same time as the English. With funds generated from book sales, a French edition for Africa
will be next.
On the Table of Contents page we see singer Rihanna with
phallic lipstick and Obama’s consultant Bilderberger, pedophile, and war criminal Henry Kissinger—seen right with U2
rock star, Bono. What is the relationship between entertainment and foreign policy?
“Tricia Jenkins, author of The CIA In Hollywood, told DailyMail.com she has recently acquired new evidence showing
how the CIA worked off-the-books to influence Hollywood
scripts to an extent never previously known. She said: ‘In this
documentation, concerning one major Hollywood movie, it
is clear that the CIA functioned as the principle partner in shaping the original script and its
influence exceeded that which would have been filled by an aggressive producer or studio executive.’”
Volume 2 which you have before you, was originally the first book. However, I felt I needed to
reach young people more directly and so I wrote A Thinking Girl’s Guide to Sexual Identity:
Navigating heartbreak survival and the media matrix with various different titles and covers to
reach a larger audience. Please, this was not to make money, but to help bring about the mission
of tipping society toward informed choice though honest history.
Volume 1 exposes who was behind feminism, which is proven to be the CIA and the Rockefellers. Volume 1 shows how the entertainment industry has had a social engineering agenda. Specifically I aimed to wake up college girls. I do suggest, if you haven’t read Vol. 1, to download it
for free from Lipstick-and-war-crimes.org or purchase it as paperback. If you are a woman, who
taught you what it means to be a woman? It is shocking. If you are a man, there is a reason that
relationships seem like a mine field.
ix

Vol. 1 of the Lipstick and War Crimes Series is highly reccommended to understand the depth of
our social engineering. Our sexual identity is shown to be manipulated by change agents who
call themselves “feminists.” The most famous female icons like Marilyn Monroe, Katherine
Hepburn, Hillary Clinton, Beyoncé Knowles, Miley Cyrus, are shown to be placed puppets.
This includes CIA employee Gloria Steinem and placed Oprah Winfrey. Vol. 1 is available free
at www.lipstick-and-war-crimes.org as PDF or Ebook. The book The Manufacturing of a President by Wayne Madsen connects the dots to show us Barack Obama’s CIA past. Obama’s birth
certificate was photoshopped as investigators have proved.
He is a manchurian candidate, carefully sold to us the way con-artists please us with a gift.
Please download Vol. 1 for free, or purchase the paperback.
The following image is from Vol. 1 of Lipstick and War Crimes. Photo shows Obama Sr. arriving
from Africa to Hawaii and greeted by CIA agent Stanley Dunham, Obama’s grandfather.
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• Volume one : Lipstick and War Crimes : Ignoring the future and looking fabulous
• A Thinking Girl’s Guide to Sexual Identity : Navigating Heartbreak, Survival, and
the Media Matrix (For students)
• Indigenous Recall : The Return to Sanity (for Indigenous Peoples)
• She Promised Me Paradise : A Hawaii author’s startling second education
(Hawaii souvenir edition)

• Begging Faith : Identifying the assault on virtue and family (for Christians)
• Zen and the Art of De-Programming : Letting go of social engineering
• Feminism Revisited :The Globalist assault on the feminine
All the titles for Volume 1, above, are the same book with different introductions.
Volume 1 exposes how our sexual identity has been targeted and confused and why. Specifically,
the phenomenon of feminism is exposed. Persons introduced include “Mother of Feminism”
CIA agent Gloria Steinem, Miley Cyrus, Jane Fonda, Albert Einstein, Madonna, Obama and
his true father, Shirley MacClaine, lesbian Katherine Hepburn, Henry Kissinger, secret elitist
Oprah Winfrey, Alice Walker, CIA Hugh Hefner, Kate Upton, Warren Beatty, Katy Perry, Soviet
defector Yuri Bezmenov, Hillary Clinton, Beyoncé Knowles, Papua New Guinea, Jay-Z, Marilyn
Monroe, Gaga, Warren Buffet, Shakira, Kristina Aguilera, Hero Cathy O’Brien, Fukashima,
Pharrel Williams, Angelina Jolie, Bill Gates, Elizabeth Taylor, Nelson Mandela…
To right, author Ray Songtree and USS
Liberty survivor, Richard Larry Weaver,
who discovered that the submarine USS
Amberjack fired a torpedo and hit his

ship in the infamous false flag attack
of June 8, 1967 off the Gaza coast that
was blamed solely on Israel. (Both Israel and USA receive orders from same
globalists.) Larry has had 36 surgeries.
The Great Spirit brought us together.
Larry’s Mother-in-Law and my Mom
were friends at an elderly accommodations on Maui. His story is in Lipstick
and War Crimes: Vol. 5. Larry does not
endorse all statements in this book. I include this photo of Richard Larry Weaver to honor

and thank him for his whistleblowing and to acknowledge the mysterious spirit that brought
us together for our common work of seeking truth and justice. The reader can hear his radio
interview at link below.
https://lipstick-and-war-crimes.org/1967-uss-liberty-attacked-by-submarine-uss-amberjack-crewmember-blowswhistle/
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Included here, Introduction to

the Zen Buddhist Edition of Vol. 1
Lipstick and War Crimes Series

A

note here about my style … I write in the first person because I am tired of authors who try
to convince us of “the truth” without exposing their process. My process is exploratory. I
am a seeker, not a know-it-all.
There was a book, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance. I liked that title and thought I
would spin off it, with, what some would say, something more serious. You see, Buddhism is
deprogramming, so what does Zen and the Art of De-programming mean?
Let’s first ask, what does word Zen means? Alan Watts, an alcoholic, wrote books about Zen.
One of the vows of a monk is no substances. Suzuki Roshi started Zen Center in San Francisco.
Zen is a word not much used, it seems, in Japan. Zendo means a meditation hall and zazen
means sitting mediation, or sitting/dropping the chatter box mind.
Zen practice is about quieting down. Dropping the scripted mind is also de-programming.
Thus, Zen is de-programming. We don’t lose our minds, we lose our prejudice and conditioning.
We learn to stop habitually identifying everything. We connect quietly, instead of being disconnected by divide and conquer classification. We are no longer authorities who can brag about
what we can name. In getting clear, we don’t become unconscious, we become more conscious
because we are not interpreting, we are seeing and connecting. This is the effort of seekers who
seek to see into the unnamable. Krishnamurti called it “freedom from the known.” You see,
culture is the known. What do we find when we drop the familiar from our minds? We still have
a mind, but it is more empty of the programming.
Kobun Chino Roshi, who you will meet soon, said, “Emptiness is compassion.”

So, now the reader understands what it is that we find when we de-program.
As we drop the fences of self, we find the inclusion of other. This is not an intellectual matter. A
bubble of our psychic make-up dissolves. Satori. Sudden enlightenment. Or for some, we could
call it grace. (There is no end to enlightenment or grace.) No amount of reading will bring awakening. In reading, we collect clues. To use these clues to quiet down and stop collecting is one of
the goals of this series. We don’t need so much stuff.
Our culture used to be what elders passed on to us orally, memorized by heart. The culture
today is an organized entertainment/political/educational/corporate/scientific association, all
enslaved by money interests, that thrives on “growth” at the expense of other peoples’ homelands. Our wins depend on losers, which is flippantly called “collateral damage.” Most of us
are programmed to think we are advancing, but there is no evidence of this, environmentally
or morally. That is, I am saying that “progress” is a lie. A programmed lie. This materialistic
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c ultural constellation of associations is now where we get our tradition, and this association
holds in place our cultural norms, our sense of direction and coordinates of understanding.
Obviously, deprogramming from a system that accepts collateral damage is wise.
This interconnected association named above, intentionally brain washes us from infancy to
think we are living in an era of “growth” when everyone understands that the economy is a
ponzi scheme and the future is grim for too many billions of people. But we are taught to ignore
the future and look fabulous.
This association is dedicated to a game of one world government and mono-culture. Anyone
with any sense feels, “We are in trouble and we have to do something about the future!” Here
we see how we are programmed. “We” in this statement means one world government. We are
brain washed to be globalists. We should be saying, “I should do something sustainable for my
community.” My responsibility. Me. What can I do? It is up to me to be responsible, not the
make-believe “we,” which really equals one world government. There is no global “we.” “Humanity” is another programmed lie. No one will ever see or hear or touch humanity. The word
is a globalist projection.
There is a very real political agenda that does not want anyone to explore the spiritual, the unnameable. We are to be locked into a machine education to need the machine. Independent
indigenous people are now being brought into the “formal economy” and homogenized. We are
taught that this destruction of cultural diversity is “progress.” This hides the collateral damage.
Modern culture is based on conquest through deception and the organizers are hidden as part
of the deception. This series will make this very obvious. As you read, the programmed sheeple
person within you will whither. This will be shocking for some, but you are not alone. The
woman and man within you will stand up.
I am not any religion. I am a seeker, as I said. For those unfamiliar with Buddhism, here is an
extremely brief introduction …
Dukkha (Pāli; Sanskrit: dukkha; Tibetan: sdug bsngal, pr. “duk-ngel”) is a Buddhist
term commonly translated as “suffering,” “anxiety,” “stress,” or “unsatisfactoriness.”
The principle of dukkha is one of the most important concepts in the Buddhist tradition. Buddha is reputed to have said: “I have taught one thing and one thing only, dukkha
and the cessation of dukkha.”
Dukkha is commonly explained according to three categories:
• The unavoidable physical and mental suffering associated with birth, growing old,
illness, dying, and separation from loved ones.
• The anxiety of trying to hold on to anything, because all is constantly changing,
so we can’t hold it.
• A basic unsatisfactoriness pervading all forms of existence, because all forms are
changing, decaying, turning to rust, impermanent and without any inner core or
substance, and therefore, without a mission of compassion, we personally experience one loss after another and suffer.
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In my opinion the three most well known de-programmers of our era are Buddha, Jesus, and
Lao Tsu. There are many others. Moses channeled an entity who was into blood sacrifice and
called himself a jealous god. For those who become defensive with those words, these words are
undeniable, as it is the Biblical fact. Mohammed was a channeler, as was Mormonism’s Joseph
Smith. In my opinion Judaism, Islam and Mormonism do not have the detached altruism of the
three great de-programmers, Buddha, Jesus and Lao Tsu. In contrast, Judaism, Islam and Mormonism taught tribalism. They are channeled belief systems, not helping us de-program from
belief systems. Buddha, Jesus and Lao Tsu were de-programmers. They led us to the experience
of connecting and seeing.
Zen is a school of Mahayana Buddhism that originated in China during the Tang dynasty as “Chán.” It was influenced by Taoism. Bodhidharma, a practitioner from India, was a founder who came to China in the fifth century A.D. Quintessential to Zen
Buddhism may be the Flower Sermon, the earliest source in China seems to be in the
10th century (1500 years after Buddha, therefore, a story). This story tells that Buddha Sakyamuni gathered his disciples one day for a dharma talk. Instead of speaking,
Buddha was completely silent and some of the monks speculated that perhaps he was
tired or ill. Buddha then silently held up a flower. Several disciples were preoccupied in
their heads, trying to interpret what this meant. Buddha remained silent. One disciple,
Mahākāśyapa, silently gazed at the flower and smiled. He was not at a dharma talk, he
was with the flower. Buddha acknowledged Mahākāśyapa as being able to see.
“Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow; they do not toil nor do they spin, yet I say to
you that not even Solomon in all his glory clothed himself like one of these.” – Jesus
For myself, Jesus and Buddha are not far apart, because I don’t feel that love and compassion are
far apart. When we drop programming, we can see.

“Hatred will not cease by hatred.”
– Sakyamuni Buddha
Jesus stands out more as a warrior, at least for me, and Buddha more as a wise man. We are told
Jesus died in his early thirties. Buddha lived into his 80s. Buddha took on the slave system of
Brahmanism. In Brahmanism, purity was juxtaposed with the impure. To keep one side pure,
the other side had to be consigned to squaller. The untouchables cleaned up everyone else’s shit.
They were treated like shit too. So the “pure” people lived like entitled abusers and were parasitic.
What is pure about that? Buddha condemned the caste system. His teaching was too free for actually any tradition, so India over the centuries, returned to its caste ways and Buddhism moved
on to Sri Lanka, Burma, Thailand, Vietnam, Korea, Tibet, China, and Japan.
Buddhism is a spiritual practice of people who renounce the worldly world. For this reason, no
family or community tradition can be Buddhist, because family is in this world. What was arranged over time was a relationship between the highly esteemed monks and nuns, and the lay
people. They had a symbiotic relationship, not a hierarchal parasitic relationship. Of course, this
was never perfect.
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Buddha’s last words are significant. Whereas we are told that Jesus forgave the beasts that were
torturing and murdering him, Buddha gave a last word of advice to those close to him. The furthest thing he wanted to leave was a program. So his last words were “Be a light on to yourselves.”
Six hundred years after Buddha died and a large desert apart, Jesus took on the satanists who
were spreading and growing through the Roman Empire, which celebrated torture and death
in coliseums. Rome was built upon slavery, and people were kept dumbed down with cruel
entertainment. As with the sadistic Brahmans, there was nothing great about Rome, which was
built on death and rape. Sexuality was hierarchal and not based on love. Abuse was on the rise
and Jesus seems to have taken his birth here to stand up to this cruelty. In a perfect storm, Roman cruelty had met Judaism which was into animal sacrifice and the co-opt of a multi-verse,
into a monotheism. Or course at the top of the monotheism was the priesthood. So Jesus birthed
into this storm of cruelty and walls against kindness that protect vanity and abuse. He came to
deprogram.
The times and missions of these two brothers were different. Buddha came to make things clear.
Jesus came to make things good. Compassion is more clear than love, because compassion
doesn’t want anything. Love is more ardent than compassion because love has an emotional
component of loyalty to it. Loyalty can become a twisted attachment, and Buddhism tries to be
clear of attachment. But detachment is detached. In my opinion, Jesus gives us a focus to face
down evil because his love is attached to goodness. Buddha offers a path that doesn’t face down
evil, it undercuts it, and thus avoids conflict. Both paths are worthy in my opinion. Both these
great de-programmers walk together in promoting kindness and they can be seen as brothers
in kindness.

“Emptiness is compassion.”
– Kobun Chino Roshi
Kobun Chino Roshi was a Buddhist monk from Japan who had an experience of awakening (a
window had begun to open) and was brought to California by Suzuki Roshi in the 1960’s. Kobun
released me as his equal when I was in my twenties. I am not a “zen master” because he knew I
didn’t need his tradition. (I don’t know if he was correct.)
As I see it, we all have three directions we can take. We can work to gain the illusion of power
(vanity). Or we can work to escape, escape, escape. (Alcoholics, drug-aholics, foodies, sex-aholics, sports-aholics, web-aholics, many meditators, and those who crave heaven, salvation, or
moksha.) Or we can seek a life of service.
I urge the reader to please consider the latter.
Kobun was my elder, and of course, he gave me many things. Mostly he let me know that what I
was experiencing was within human experience. I needed this reassurance.
I gave him inspiration three times that I know about. First, on the phone, he mentioned that I
could use my mind to affect the weather. I found that idea to be taboo and he took pause. Another time, after my divorce, he offered condolences, and I let him know immediately that there
was no place for attachment. The last time was at a pizza place in Santa Cruz, and I declined a
beer. I said, “I don’t drink.” I learned afterwards that he quit drinking.
xvi

It is a personal loss that I never was able to speak with him as a mature man, as he did with his
sensei. Those who think Kobun died accidentally in Switzerland are mistaken. The practicing,
card carrying bankster satanists who controlled and killed Steve Jobs of Apple Inc. also killed
Kobun Chino Roshi. I am not into coincidence theory. The reader is about to learn that satanism
is not a metaphor.
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Included here, the Introduction to

The Christian Edition of Vol. 1

W

hen I talk about problems of world to most Christians, they instantly throw up their
hands and tell me that God will take care of it. They seem to be saying that their faith is
now simply “waiting.” We have to ask, “Is this being responsible?” Did Jesus really say that he or
some father figure is responsible for our actions, or, am I responsible for my actions?
I’ll tell a true story that will be disconcerting from some. Please understand I am not questioning anyone’s faith, I am highlighting the orientation of our faith.
The main English Bible for over three centuries was the King James version. The influence of this
version on English speaking culture cannot be underestimated. King James made sure this Bible
would reflect political views such as ordained ministry and more. King James was a member of
a secret society called Freemasonry. He is recorded as entering Freemason and Fellowcraft of
the Lodge of Scoon on April, 1601. The Freemasons/Rosicrucians were dedicated to a hierarchical concept of God that would justify their top/down control of society. This was symbolized
by a pyramid with an all-seeing-eye. They, the rich, would wisely rule over the masses. And
their concept of God was seed for this model. King James hired another Freemason, Sir Francis
Bacon, to compile 54 disparate translations, and write in his own style The King James Bible.
(See www.sirbacon.org) Bacon’s editing took more than a year. This is not mentioned in Wikipedia, which the series will show gives an intentionally censored history. Sir Francis Bacon put
together, according to his understanding, the King James Bible.
Both James and Bacon were Freemasons before and after the new Bible was produced. Did either
of them understand the word “God” they way Jesus would have wanted us to? Did we inherit
their message, or the message of Jesus? We have to ask this, as our faith is on the line. 350 years
as THE English Bible is a long time. During the life of this version, the English empire brought
this version of “God” around the world.
While empire destroyed cultures, Jesus said that the rich don’t have a chance (Mathew 19:24,
Mark 10:25, Luke 18:25). Today we have perhaps two billion people calling themselves “Christian” and dreaming of wealth. Did the orientation of our faith get mixed up? Are we now more
devoted to consumerism and resulting pollution, than to simplicity and purification?
Jesus taught, by his example, to confront corruption. Very few people will now raise their voices.
Are we “waiting” for God to take care of society’s problems, problems that will wreck our own
children and grandchildren?
“So he made a whip out of cords, and drove all from the temple area, both sheep and cattle; he
scattered the coins of the money changers and overturned their tables.” John 2:15
A friend who taught Bible studies wrote to me …
“I think the major issue with Christians I know today is that they are only concerned
with their own salvation. What goes on in the world doesn’t matter—they are “not of
this world” [but keep impacting it]. They are “saved,” so for them it is fruitless to worry
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about the planet, the evil among us, etc. Furthermore, they will tell us that salvation is
“by faith, not by works, that any man should boast.” (Eph. 2:9)
“However, they need to carefully re-read James 2:14-19
“What good is it, my brothers and sisters, if someone claims to have faith but has no
deeds? Can such faith save them? Suppose a brother or a sister is with-out clothes and
daily food. If one of you says to them, “Go in peace; keep warm and well fed,” but does
nothing about their physical needs, what good is it? In the same way, faith by itself, if it is
not accompanied by action, is dead.” – NIV
“They should also read Jesus’s admonishment to the church in Sardis in
Rev. 3:1-2 … “I know your deeds; you have a reputation for being alive, but you are dead.
Wake up! Strengthen what remains and is about to die, for I have not found your deeds
complete in the sight of my God.” – NIV
“These are just thoughts that came to me, that helped turn my head when I was a ‘lazy
saved Christian.’”
In this series, you will learn that almost all institutions have been subverted for a long time. An
example that is very obvious is the environmental movement. If you do a search for “Sierra Club
Fukashima” you will find the Sierra Club has not issued one word about the EPA raising its level
for dangerous radiation as a response to the worst meltdown in history. Not only that, but the
EPA shut down radiation monitoring stations! The Audubon Society hasn’t peeped. Nor has
World Wildlife Fund. This is just one example of how institutions are co-opted, and Churches
have been subverted also.
A survey published in August 1988 by the Association of North American Missions
revealed that most Christians care little about the needs of the Church. “People are
placing a higher value on their lifestyle than on the their spirituality.” (1985 Annual
Report of the Association of North American Missions). Much of this attitude of selfishness and indifference has flourished because most Christian denominations have
been penetrated by materialistic Masons. Tom C. McKenney, co-author of The Deadly
Deception, revealed a shocking statistic. In July 1989 McKenney named the two largest
Protestant denominations in the United States, and said, “Through our best estimates,
90 percent of one and 70 percent of the other have pastors who are members of the
Masonic Lodge.”
– www.goodnewsaboutgod.com/studies/spiritual/home_study/church_destroy.htm
Masons reading this will see their symbols used by a corrupt music industry. Why? The same
penetration can be noticed with most modern institutions. Recent “movements” like Feminism
or New Age came from where? We will study this. Who controlled the new churches that have
risen in last century? Someone or no one? Who funded their growth? Most Christians understand there is a Satanic force, but few understand that there is an actual Satanic cult that organizes crimes like pedophilia and human trafficking (and worse) and this cult includes the richest
most powerful councils in the world.
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An example of this wolf in sheep’s clothing is the United Nations, a Rothschild/Rockefeller creation. They created the UN after their League of Nations failed. The United Nations’ goal is one
world government, or, the all-seeing-eye. Even fewer understand that well known individual
leaders of our political system are part of this circle of crime. The only way these famous people
were promoted is that they went along. I will prove this to you.
In this series inconvenient truths keep popping up. I have seen videos online that discuss the
history which I reveal, but some of these videos also attack Jesus. The Zeitgeist films were notorious. There is another called Ring of Power that claims Jesus was son of Julius Caesar, and both
had initials JC. The video producers forgot that Jesus is a more modern pronunciation. Their
theories are trash, but 90% of the history they reveal is true. What this means is we need to be
very discerning.
Virtue is being attacked by the same entertainment industry and media and now new laws, all in
the name of freedom of course. Good has been transformed to “anything goes.” And Christianity is targeted too, as the next image shows.
Well, let’s ask, “Did our faith, one way or another, drift away from purification, simplicity, and
activism?”
For those who identify the crimes of our times, and how much of our culture is controlled by the
criminals, we see that this negative force hates virtue, hates Jesus, and is trying to undermine
families and church communities. (In fact it is undermining all families and communities.) The
Lipstick and War Crimes Series outlines and illustrates this hate of virtue, which we now call
pop culture. The assault against virtue parallels the assault on Christianity. The talking points of
this attack are pluralism and tolerance. Since Christians draw a line in the sand, Christians are
framed as haters. For example, if I say that there is a difference between a man and a woman, I
will be called a hater. If I say that there is a natural polarity between women and men, and that
denying this polarity is aberrant, I will be called a hater. Indeed, if I call anything aberrant, I
will be called a hater.
For myself, who had interactions with Jesus without studying in any church, the popularized
hate of Jesus by the negative side is a big endorsement of Christians. I have studied many paths,
but I notice that I am on the same side as the Christian community in the fight for preserving
family values.
“… For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers,
disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, without natural affection, truce breakers,
false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good, traitors, heady, high
minded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God …” – 2 Timothy 3:1-4
In general, it is my desire to leave the reader with questions that will bring about new thoughts.
I feel that when we research truth for ourselves, we wake up to becoming better people.
I honestly believe that you will stand up and save your community.
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Left, hate of Jesus. Right, sadomasochism and bondage celebrated as “gay.”

Above Youtube screenshot, we see a talent show contestant on national TV in UK
with a crucifix microphone and a satanic skull.
What is the message here about goodness or respect for Christianity?
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Included here, the Introduction to

The Indigenous Edition of Vol. 1

T

his edition is specifically for indigenous descendants, mostly Native Americans, but also
Pacific Islanders, Australians, South Americans, Africans, and Asians.

“Indigenous Recall” has two meanings. Indigenous people are asking that the broken defective
dominant culture be recalled as a defective product. The other meaning is they have to recall,
recollect who they really want to be. “Indigenous Recall” places First Nation people as central,
which I believe they are. Technological, disassociated people will be dinosaurs soon.
“The Return to Sanity” will have meaning when the criminals at the top are exposed for all to
see. “Return to Sanity” also refers to rolling back the insane for-profit industrial lifestyle, which
has no future because of resource depletion. People who are worried about over population don’t
understand what Monsanto or Bill Gates or Apple Inc. are about. Without doubt, population
will decline due to all the poisons and wireless frequencies that have already been deployed.
Steve Jobs was murdered to get his conscience out of way of Apple’s push for dangerous wireless technology. (See www.bioinitiative.org) Apple Inc. no longer offers a wired keyboard for
example, and Cloud technology makes us dependent on dangerous wireless technology.
My Japanese sensei, Kobun Chino Roshi, who was also Steve Job’s sensei, was drown to eliminate his influence on Jobs’ conscience. Doctors who have cures for cancer are getting murdered
to insure cancer kill rate (See http://whale.to/a/persecuted_doc_h.html and BurzynskiMovie.
com ) Of course, murder and genocide is well known to indigenous peoples. However, and this
is important, we are all at risk now.

Stolen generations, Australia and Pennsylvania, images from Vol. 2 of Lipstick and War
Crimes. Now children are being stolen by schools and media because parents are asleep.
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What do you see in this picture? Do you see a woman looking up
at a didgeridoo?
This series will wake you up so you learn to see how we are
tricked and socially engineered. The photo is of a young woman
being trained to be a sex slave. She has on lipstick and makeup,
so she is looking for attention. She is Asian so the target of photo
shoot is Asian girls. She is holding a phallus between her legs and
her mouth is open for oral sex. This is the subliminal message.
And this message is effective. This is what our young people are
exposed to.
When our attention remains below the waist, we might not question who controls the direction of society. This is intentional.
It is up to we who are awake, as their community, to shield young
people and give them the smarts to avoid this kind of psychological manipulation.
Since many people have lost inner guidelines, promiscuity brings
the “school of hard knocks,” but the “free sex” itself is not questioned. If people were moral and
chaste, there would be little crime, and the State would have no excuse for more regulations.
Therefore, a totalitarian regime that wants as much coercion as possible, encourages excess,
greed, and lust, rather than inner restraint. The more lack of control within, the more justification there is for political control.
To illustrate this, lets ask, “Why in over ten years, has the U.S. Department of Homeland Security not made a dent on drugs entering country?” This is because drugs, like certain diseases,
are allowed and sanctioned. Opium production in Afghanistan under U.S is high not low. The
government itself runs drugs to keep society unstable and needy. Failure and chaos justify more
police, so instead of protecting our borders, Homeland Security is really a police state for the
homeland, frisking as many as possible.
Allowing crime enables enforcement.
For our entire lives, the entertainment industry has run “free sex” values to create more immorality and less inner integrity. The goal is a society where people depend on outer government
laws to govern them. This reinforces need for “more security.” So, promiscuity is a sophisticated
road to enslavement under a government that will “take care of you.” Promoted contraception
and promiscuity has intentionally created a population of children without committed fathers
and without a strong family. In their minds, Big Brother will provide.
Authentic indigenous cultures don’t train their girls to be sex toys. Sex means motherhood.
Ancient cultures know what is sacred. The road to healing our communities will require a rejuvenated ancient culture that is connected, not disconnected. As stated in mission statement, human nature is loving. “Original sin” was invented by Emperor Augustine. Our nature is loving
because our natural state is connected …
Now, let’s explore the disconnection …
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A friend invited me to the Big Island of Hawaii for a dawn ceremony at top of Mauna Kea volcano. We flew over from Kauai and met some men who said they were descendants of Ali’i, the
old royalty. They were drinking alcohol near some tide pools. The dawn ceremony had perhaps
35 people attend. No Hawaiians were there except family members of the hosts. The rest, perhaps 50%, were White, like we two from Kauai. After the ceremony, listening to people talking,
I learned it was all about getting grant money from the NASA observatory.
Most readers here are non-indigenous. We are disconnected. We have no homeland or ecology.
We move to where we can find a job, and see the Earth as scenery, not a place where we grow,
hunt, or gather sustenance. Nature is for recreation, not living and dying. The ‘aina (the landspirit-environment in Hawaiian) is a place to take photos. Our actual home is in a place called
Sidewalk-Anywhere.
There are also people of native blood reading this who think of themselves as indigenous, but
live exactly like non-indigenous people. Let’s get very real. We are our lifestyles, not how we
fantasize. Everyone needs to stop dreaming of entitlements, which only take us further from
our roots. To survive in a century with depleted resources and coming shortages we will need
to recall how to produce with our own hands. A natural authentic indigenous person doesn’t
take handouts because they are not part of the something-for-nothing system. They are producers. We need to become indigenous if we want a sustainable future for the next generation. Too
many people are pretending to be natives.
The present global technological civilization, with 3.5 million people in cities, is unsustainable
and will fail. We all know this but live in denial like some miracle will save the day. The elite,
who are planning ahead, are ignoring environmental diseases like Alzheimer’s and Autism.
Slow kill wireless frequency is being pushed globally, as are dangerous unneeded vaccines.
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In the elite timeline, there will be nothing natural or indigenous left. Their high tech civilization
with far fewer people, who are under their complete control, is their sustainable plan. They will
bring down the population intentionally. Slow kill operations are already taking their toll. The
rate of cancer and genetic diseases will sky rocket as the graphs show. Please see what is written
on the pregnant woman’s tummy on front cover of this book.
There are still authentic indigenous people who get food and water from the land. They are being
eliminated as quickly as possible by the “market” and school curriculums (World Bank ‘Early
Childhood Initiative’ promoted by singer sex-object Shakira, Vol. 3). Native natural people are
considered to be an obstacle to “progress” by World Bank. Here the non-indigenous reader probably agrees with the elite. You probably discount indigenous people who “don’t matter.” This
is because you live in Sidewalk-Anywhere. Be careful. I am going to show how we have been
socially engineered to support destruction. In doublespeak, “progress” means destruction.
Yet, a part of us feels something deeper than tolerating destruction. Nature is natural and is our
Mother. We want connection. In contrast, the artificial is unnatural and is our enemy. Inside we
know this. The way out of destruction is to go back to innocence, not to try to fix insane “progress” with something new that is also unnatural. A drug won’t cure a drug.
In nature there are no “clean freaks” who use toxic chemicals to sterilize their homes. There is
no stigma against dirty fingernails or crooked teeth. Walking barefoot is okay. Most of us hate
nature. We hate the Earth and don’t want to get close to her. We were steered this way.
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The attack on indigenous people is mirrored by the attack on the natural within us all. This is a
big realization that all of us, whatever our race, can share. This attack is organized. Just as the
British Empire was the business model of the banksters who controlled Britain (Vol. 2), the
world wide assault on the natural is a plan, a program. Why is the World Bank involved with
global education? It is to further colonize the entire world’s minds. We are being steered.
Pop culture, though foreign to some readers, infects all children through images, like the one
above of the young Asian woman. We need an alternative to “entertainment.” We need to create
this alternative for the next generation. The globe is now controlled by pop culture.

* * *
My visit to the far north of Australia a few years ago, to be with native people on their 40,000
year old homeland, went well. All doors opened. I found myself led mysteriously to meet some
of the few activists I had seen on videos online. However, I was a stranger. I did not know their
language. (Actually their town of 700 people spoke 9 languages.) Why should they trust me,
when their grandparents were massacred and a cell tower was built over the grave?
To my surprise, there was nothing I could help them with because they were on welfare and had
no motivation to do anything. They owned almost nothing because if they owned, say a knife,
they would have to lend it when asked, and so they didn’t have a knife. They had welfare.
No one could afford a vehicle, so they
would have gambling nights, and the winner might win $20,000 with which they
would buy a Toyota in Darwin that they
would share with their extended family
until the washboard roads destroyed the
rig a year later. They looked forward to
factory built vehicles, not to a sustainable
future. Natural life is tough. Mosquitoes
are waiting. The easy way is welfare. In nature extra energy is not wasted. Because of
the outside input from industrialization,
we all take a short cut. Native American
plains people adopted canvas tipis. It was
easier than bison hides. Energy must be
conserved. But what about the future?
In Arnhemland, I met “traditional land owners” who were given this title by the Australian government. Divide and conquer begins with private property. The “traditional land owners” were
approached and persuaded to sell some land, so the government could build a police compound
and a prison in their own town. This was the next step of empire. Australia, hardly a sovereign
country, was going to bring civilization to the heart of Arnhemland, and that meant the dominant culture’s laws and police. I was adopted by this family, but my respect drifted away when I
saw how they had betrayed their own people.
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I saw first hand how a people can be demoralized. The Yolngu of the far North had met their
first white man only 85 years ago. This is how they were assimilated … young men were flown
around the world as musicians in the 70’s. They returned globalized, non-indigenous.
The grocery stores now sell blue soda pop. There was no alcohol in this part of Australia, but
they had kava. It is a prison camp. The people have no representation. There is no officially recognized self-rule. In angry reaction, there is an underground force. This force is disconnected
from the female elders. There was spirit possession and murder. There was also a Christian community, which didn’t confront anything as it was led by disconnected Whites. (See introduction
to Christian Edition at Lipstick-and-war-crimes.org, free.) There was also real faith. One man I
loved, had it. He, by the way, became a grandfather when he was 28.
Girls become women as soon as their nipples come out. My daughter was only 7 so she was
underage. Arranged marriage based on a complex totem system is the tradition, but with pop
music and movies (which we will review in this series) another new norm is now unmitigated
sexual attraction. (Sound familiar? This is globalism.) My lovely friends met at a K-Mart in Darwin. But they took the relationship very seriously and were very loyal. They had found real love
and integrity. Their young teen son was flown to Melbourne for a field trip by school system to
help assimilate him and make him globalized, non-indigenous.
The one elder who recognized me, asked me to stay and help the elders who had been crushed
by “The Intervention.” This 2007 government intervention, (now officially called “Stronger Futures,” which is doublespeak for weaker futures) lied in media about extent of child molestation,
and invaded reserves with armed troops “to save the children.” It was a cultural assault, hidden as a “humanitarian intervention,” a common ploy of Western hegemony. (Our soft side is
invoked to justify bombs. Thus, U.S. has been in scores of wars in last 50 years. Saving others
means obliterating them, as in Libya.) In Arnhemland, Empire wants the minerals. I told this
elder that all the white people here were also slaves. This was new idea for him. So he asked me
to help out, but I had a child with me and needed to go, and I was disheartened by what I saw.
My mission there, to connect with something ancient, would take a new form of being an advocate for a goal that is the opposite of global. I am now an advocate for what is most worthwhile,
something local.
I did learn remarkable things. The people there never speak the name of someone who has died.
Imagine how free of history and it’s prejudices they are! The dead are left to re-birth and are not
disturbed. We hunted crabs in the mangroves, and when I told my friends that I don’t normally
eat the guts, they asked “Why not?” No need for plates or silverware; the kangaroo or goose
is thrown directly on the fire and is eaten with hands. No furniture, what for? To be far from
the Earth? The invasive out of control Asian water buffalo are slaughtered by government with
helicopters. I see in future that the bulldozed garbage pits will be used to trap buffalo. Water
buffalo meat is so tough it can hardly be eaten, but a new aboriginal lifestyle will evolve around
this meat source. The buffalo wipe out the billabongs (ponds and lakes). Invasive cane toads are
poisonous, and have killed off other sources of food. The ecology is changing and so will the
aboriginal lifestyle. And the mosquitoes are waiting.
I learned there are spirits who are territorial. When I entered the reserve I did my own ceremony.
I didn’t realize that the reserve was so big that I would have had to do a ceremony for each locaxxviii

tion. I was attacked by spirit for my error. This was new for me. I had not encountered entities
like this before. My local friends encountered them daily and were afraid to go out at night. The
spiritual leaders have lost power. The people are prey.
On the reserve there are continual meetings with mining representatives who want to strip mine
the land for aluminium (Australian spelling). The place was overrun by White people who were
there for all kinds of “humanitarian” reasons. Most are there to make as much money as possible
as contractors, just like Iraq. They act polite. They respect nothing but their own wallet. So again,
the example for the natives is that White people can’t be trusted.
When I returned to Hawaii, someone I know, who was adopted into the Lakota Tribe, told
me his best friend was murdered with a knife by his son, who was having sex with his own
mom. When the father confronted the son, he was killed. Utter madness. When I told someone
I had been in Australia with Aboriginals, he told me about the incest discussed openly at Pueblo
meetings in New Mexico. He wanted to know if things were as dysfunctional where I had visited.
I told him that all this dysfunction was planned. Of course bringing casinos into Native American reserves would bring prostitution and graft. Of course drugs are furnished, just like in African American communities. Of course outside jobs created a disparity in lifestyles and jealousy
and the community loses cohesion. Or course home rule and real power have been stripped
from the people so they could fit into the puppet countries that we call “nations,” most created by
the British for the UN. And so, of course, there is little social order. In nature the community self
regulates with a diversity of wisdom and perspective. In broken communities, disfunction runs
rampant until the police state steps in. As stated, illicit sexuality is a tool to bring about political
dominance. Internal regulation and conscience needs support. Break the community and the
individual is adrift. Then we experiment, and now we have half our kids without a committed
father. Take a deep breath. So what do we do? Who will be society’s elders?
Each of us, no matter what our ethnic background may be, need to realize that factory items
will become unaffordable. Already, a bankrupt financial system holds itself up with lies. In U.S.,
47 million people are on food stamps while jobs are out-sourced. Over 100 million Americans
receive some kind of government support. The Social Security system goes into more debt each
year. It must fail. I knew this when I was a teenager, that by the time I could receive social security, the system would be broken. We all know this.
Those that are living closer to nature and to the side of the doomed dominant culture, offer the
viable alternative. This fact must stay in our minds and plans. Indigenous people need to teach
their children as much of the old ways as possible; not just ceremonies, but skills. They also need
to be open to teachers of skills from other races and tribes. Non-indigenous people need to connect with the farmers and ranchers and indigenous of your area because they know the land.
You probably don’t. Your world will fail, but nature will still be here.
The Maori of New Zealand knew over 400 plants. They knew every plant in their area. Of course
they did. They had no sidewalks.
When I visited Hotevilla in Hopi-land Arizona, in the early 70s, I fetched water for Grandpa
David from a spring. When I went back later there was a tall water tower. I couldn’t remember if
it had been there the first time or not. The water tower is run on electric pumps with parts that
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will become unavailable. It is just a matter of time. The pumped water allowed the town to grow
beyond its natural size. Even in Hopi-land, there needs to be people who know the old ways and
live to the side of the dominant convenient culture.
All this is daunting, of course. However, you the reader can wake up. We have been colonized.
Our minds and values and hopes and dreams have been colonized. We think the Earth is dirty,
but it is not, it is the Earth. We can peel back the colonization and get back to the root of our
human experience. There is still wilderness and we must visit it soon, alone, and with patience.
When we touch the Earth, we need to touch her as a family member, not a tourist. We can plant
something. We can harvest it. We can learn to store food. Humans are omnivores. We can learn
what to do if there is no toilet paper or matches in the store.
Vol. 1 of the Lipstick and War Crimes Series,
starts to connect how the attack on our inner
virtue parallels the attack on the environment
and anyone who lives naturally. Purification in
a time of imperialistic mono-culture means diversification and autonomy. Something disconnected with nature can be re-connected. The
solution is old and simple.
Indigenous Recall: The Return to Sanity
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